PROTOCOL DECISION
on Performing International Carriages

February 17, 1998

Tiraspol

Having considered issue of performing international automobile carriages, the Parties arrived at the following Agreement:

1. Government of the Republic of Moldova will provide the Pridnestrovian side with TIR carnets and other concessional permissive documents for performing international automobile carriages;

2. The Pridnestrovian side will ensure together with the Republic of Moldova identical entrance and transit fees from foreign motor vehicles going through the territory of Pridnestrovie;

3. Motor vehicles of economic agents and physical persons of Pridnestrovie on the territory of the Republic of Moldova, precisely as economic agents and physical persons of the Republic of Moldova on the territory of Pridnestrovie are exempted from paying entrance and transit fees for moving through their territories.

For Pridnestrovie
(signed) V. Sinyov

For the Republic of Moldova
(signed) I. Gutsu

Agreed:
(signed) V. Guzeev

(signed) Y. Georgitsa